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Implications of Charge Ordering for Single-Particle Properties of High-Tc Superconductors
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The consequences of disordered charge stripes and antiphase spin domains for the properties of the
high-temperature superconductors are studied. We give a semiphenomenological description of angle-
resolved photoemission experiments and optical conductivity, and show that the many unusual features
of the experimentally observed spectra can be understood naturally in this way. This interpretation of
the data, when combined with evidence from neutron scattering, suggests that disordered and fluctuating
stripe phases are a common feature of high-temperature superconductors. [S0031-9007(96)00557-1]
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Recent neutron-scattering experiments by Tranqu
et al. [1] have shown that the suppression of superc
ductivity in La1.62xNd0.4Sr0.12CuO4 is associated with the
formation of an ordered array of charged stripes wh
are also antiphase domain walls between antiferromag
ically ordered spins in the CuO2 planes. This observatio
explains the peculiar behavior [2] of the La2CuO4 family
of compounds near to1

8 doping and strongly support
the idea that disordered or fluctuating stripe phases
of central importance for the physics of high-temperat
superconductors [3]. In this Letter, we show that sing
particle properties of a disordered stripe phase can acc
for the exotic features in the spectral density measu
by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARP
in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x (for which the best data ar
available). In particular, we compute the spectral den
in a background of disordered stripes and show
it reproduces the experimentally observed shape of
Fermi surface, the existence of nearly dispersionless s
at the Fermi energy (“flat bands”), and the appearanc
weak additional states (“shadow bands”) [4–7], featu
which have no natural explanation within convention
band theory.

The principal signature of the antiphase spin doma
in La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4 is a set of resolution-limited
peaks in the magnetic structure factor at wave v
tors s 1

2 6 e, 1
2 d and s 1

2 , 1
2 6 ed [1,8]. The associated

charge stripes are indicated by peaks in the nuc
structure factor at wave vectorss62e, 0d and s0, 62ed.
A posteriori, it is natural to interpret theinelastic peaks
in the magnetic structure factor observed [9] at sim
locations in reciprocal space in superconducting sam
of La22xSrxCuO4 as evidence of “extended domain
[10] of stripe fluctuations,in which the stripes are ori
ented along vertical or horizontal Cu-O bond directio
respectively. Indeed, any experiment, such as ARP
that might be sensitive to the existence of an exten
domain structure should be reexamined from this poin
view; this is an important feature of our interpretation
the data.
0031-9007y96y77(1)y155(4)$10.00
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Two mechanisms for producing stripe phases have b
suggested by theories of doped Mott-Hubbard insulat
a Fermi-surface instability [11] and frustrated pha
separation [12]. The former relies on Fermi-surfa
nesting which leads to a reduced density of states
a gap, at the Fermi energy. In the latter mechanism
competition between phase separation (i.e., the tende
of an antiferromagnetic insulator to expel doped hol
and the long-range part of the Coulomb interacti
leads to charge-ordered phases, and especially s
phases, which may be either ordered, quantum mel
or disordered by quenched randomness [13]. The ch
forms an array ofmetallic stripes, whose period is
determined by the energetics of phase separation an
unrelated to any nesting vector of the Fermi surfa
The charge structures, in turn, drive the modulat
of the antiferromagnetic order. The experiments
on La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4 clearly favor the latter point
of view. The ordering wave vectors do not nest t
Fermi surface, and the ordered system has partially fi
hole bands associated with the stripes. Moreover,
magnetic peaks first developbelow the charge-ordering
temperature [1,14]. Our interpretation of the ARPE
experiments on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x lends further suppor
to this conclusion: nesting would lead to a diminish
density of states at the Fermi surface, whereas we find
increaseddensity of states corresponding to the flat ban
seen in the experiments.

Our objective is to determine a phenomenological ba
structure for electrons moving in an effective potent
generated by charge stripes and antiphase spin dom
We do not propose to solve a particular many-bo
model by Hartree-Fock theory; indeed, we have fou
that this approximation seems to favor insulating strip
even if the long-range part of the Coulomb interacti
is included. Rather we assume a phenomenological o
body Hamiltonian,

H  2t
X

kll0ls
scy

lscl0s 1 H.c.d 1
X
ls

VssRldnls , (1)
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where the first term is the nearest-neighbor hopping o
square lattice and the second one describes the intera
with the effective stripe potential. Here,cls annihilates
an electron of spins  6 at siteRl andnls  c

y
lscls.

The effective potential is given by

VssRd  rsRd 1 sSsRdeiQ?R, (2)

where Q  s p

a , p

a d and a is the lattice spacing.
Specifically, for vertical stripes, we use the form
rsx, yd  r0

P
n sechfsx 2 xndyjcg and Ssx, yd  S0 3Q

n tanhfsx 2 xndyjsg, where R  sx, yd, xn are fixed
centers of the stripes, and the parametersr0, S0, jc, and
js determine the amplitude of the charge and spin mo
lation and whether the stripes are narrow or broad. T
hopping-matrix elementt is an effective parameter which
has been renormalized by high-energy fluctuations, so
t  OsJd, the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction.

According to the usual interpretation [15], the me
sured photocurrent in a photoemission experiment is
product of the electronic spectral densityA2sk, ed for
the removal of one electron from the system and
slowly varying matrix element which reflects the ph
ton polarization selection rules. This spectral dens
can be written asA2sk, ed  fsedAsk, ed, wherefsed 
1yfese2eFdykBT 1 1g is the Fermi function,eF is the Fermi
energy, andAsk, ed  2s1ypd ImGsk, e 1 i01d is the
spectral function of the one-electron Green’s functi
Gsk, td  2ikTcksstdcy

kss0dl.
First, consider vertical stripes condensed into a regu

array,rsx 1 ,d  rsxd andSsx 1 2,d  Ssxd, where,
is the separation between vertical stripes. Results
be presented for bond-centered stripes,xn  n, 1 ay2
with ,ya integer, but they are largely insensitive to th
assumption. For even,ya, the unit cell size is2,ya 3 2
so the band structure is computed by diagonalizing
4,ya 3 4,ya matrix for eachk vector. For illustrative
purposes, we have used the parametersr0  2ty2, S0 
2t, jc  a, and js  2a, for which the ground state
of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) solves Hartree-Fock se
consistency conditions at small doping for the Hubba
model with Uyt  4 5. However, to make contac
with the structure observed by Tranquadaet al. [1] at 1

8
doping, we choose,ya  4, which does not minimize the
Hartree-Fock energy. The results are not very sensitiv
the choice of parameters, so long as the stripes are
too narrow.

Figure 1 shows the spectral densityA2 (integrated over
an energy windowDe  ty30 about eF) as a function
of k. Clearly the general shape of the calculated Fe
surface is quite different from that of the noninteractin
system (which circles theG point) [16]. The fine features
are a consequence of the fact that energy gaps
generated at points on the original Fermi surface (Vs ;
0) that are spanned by the wave vectorss 1

2 6 e, 1
2 d of the

spin order ands62e, 0d of the charge order, wheree 
ay2,. They are a consequence of the multiple foldings
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FIG. 1. The spectral densityA2 in the first Brillouin zone
integrated over an energy windowDe  ty30 about eF for
an ordered array of vertical stripes of period,  4a with 1

8
doping. The size of a circle, denoting a Fermi-surface cross
at a given value ofk, shows the relative magnitude ofAsk, eF d.
The arrow identifies one of the four shadow bands. T
parameters specifying the effective potential arer0  2ty2,
S0  2t, jc  a, andjs  2a.

the energy band in the first Brillouin zone by the effecti
stripe potentialVs. Figure 1 also shows shadow bands
weak copies of the Fermi surface created by the lo
doubling of the unit cell in the regions between the strip

In order to compare with ARPES experiments on s
perconducting materials, the stripes must be disorde
[17]. Since the system is not far from a stripe-order
phase, the collective stripe motion is slow, and, mo
over, it is not strongly influenced by the single-partic
dynamics. Consequently, we consider a quenched
dom distribution of stripes, which we expect to give e
sentially the correct band structure [18]. Specifically, w
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x in mind, we chose 15% doping and
mean stripe separation,ya  4. The ensemble of stripe
locations was constructed by takingxn11 2 xn  , 1 d,
where the random variabled is uniformly distributed be-
tween 23a and 3a. The spectral density was average
over five realizations, and we assumed a nonzero temp
ture, kBT  ty10, which further diminished finite size
effects. We have found that the results do not depe
markedly on the choice of ensemble, or the parameter
the effective potential and that the large lattices used
the calculation (linear dimension 184 sites) are essenti
self-averaging. In other words, our results are robust c
sequences of a disordered stripe array, and are largely
dependent of other details. (We have not investigated
effects of orientational disorder.)

Figure 2 summarizes the results by showing thek
dependence of the spectral density at the Fermi ene
and the quasielectron dispersion along the lineG-M̄1-XyY
for a single, extended domain, with disordered vertic
stripes (running in theG-M̄2 direction). Disordering the
stripes has removed the fine details from the Fermi surf
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FIG. 2. (a) The spectral densityA2 in the first Brillouin zone
integrated over an energy windowDe  ty30 abouteF , (b) the
dispersion relation, and (c) the corresponding spectral den
of the highest-energy occupied “band” as a function ofk along
the G-M̄1-XyY line. The band is determined by broadenin
the energyd functions by a Lorentzian of the full width of
ty4 at half maximum and finding the highest-energy maximu
of A2. The results are for a disordered array of vertic
stripes with the mean separation of,  4a at 15% doping at
the temperaturekBT  ty10. The rest of the parameters ar
r0  2ty2, S0  2t, jc  a, andjs  2a.

leaving only one sheet which closely resembles the Fe
surface of Refs. [4] and [6]. In particular, nearM̄1, there
is a high density of states and a truly flat “band” at t
Fermi energy, extending towards theG and XyY points.
The flatness along theG-M̄1 line is a consequence o
both the smearing of the energy gap structure seen in
ordered system and the localization of the electronic wa
functions in the direction perpendicular to the stripe
There is in fact aregionof almost degenerate states, and
appears in the vicinity of theM1 point because the energy
gap structure is most significant where the band dispers
of the undoped system is weak, i.e., near to Van Ho
singularities. The spectral density of the shadow band
reduced so much that it no longer shows up on a lin
scale, although it would reappear on a logarithmic sca
In fact, plotted on such a scale,A2 looks qualitatively
like that of Ref. [5]. The effect of vertical stripes a
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M̄2 is completely different: band narrowing in a directio
parallel to the stripes leads to an open Fermi surface.

A stripe phase, even a disordered one, breaks the f
fold rotational symmetry of the ideal CuO2 plane and
reflection symmetry through a plane at 45± to the Cu-O
bond. However, reflection symmetry through planes p
allel and perpendicular to the stripes and the associa
selection rules on the polarization dependence of the
trix elements are still obeyed. Extended domains w
horizontal stripes give rise to the same structures, but
tated through 90±. Of course, an ARPES experiment ave
ages over the two stripe orientations but, with the elec
field polarized along thēM1 direction, the photoelectron
intensity vanishes by symmetry in thēM2 direction, and
hence the observed spectrum will deemphasize the h
zontal stripes, for which there are no Fermi-surface cro
ings nearM̄1. The experiments of Dessauet al. [4] were
performed in this geometry, so it is reasonable to comp
them directly with our results for vertical stripes shown
Fig. 2(a); indeed, the theoretical and experimental res
look remarkably similar.

In a Fermi liquid, the signature of well-defined quas
particles is a spectral densityA2sk, ed which approxi-
matesdsed as the energye approacheseF . In the present
calculation, it is clear from the energy dependence
the spectral density that there are no well-defined qu
particle features near thēM1 point. One consequence i
that the optical conductivity has a rather small weight
low frequencies, with most of the oscillator strength a
pearing in a broad peak centered in the neighborhood
h̄v , t. This feature, shown in Fig. 3, corresponds
the “midgap peak” deduced from a two-component ana
sis of the experiments. (For a brief review and list
references, see Ref. [12].) The absence of quasiparti
is consistent with a widely held view of the normal-sta
properties of the high-temperature superconductors [1
and has profound implications for the physical origin

FIG. 3. The real (absorptive) part of the optical conductiv
s

0
k,'svd with the electric field polarized parallel (dashed lin

and perpendicular (solid line) to a disordered array of verti
stripes with the mean separation of,  4a at 15% doping at
zero temperature. The stripe ensemble and the parameter
the same as in Fig. 2.
157
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the “Drude-like” component of the optical conductivi
and for dc transport.

In summary, Bragg scattering from ordered str
phases has been observed in neutron scattering
nonsuperconducting La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4, and strong
evidence for disordered and/or fluctuating stripes can
derived from the similar structures seen in the dyna
spin structure factor of La22xSrxCuO4. The assumption
that there exist disordered or slowly fluctuating strip
in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x provides a natural explanation fo
the unusual features of the ARPES data, including
shape of the Fermi surface and the regions of flat ba
Since there are also theoretical reasons for believ
that such combined charge and spin structures are
natural consequences of frustrated phase separation
doped antiferromagnet, it is reasonable to look anew
a wide variety of experiments in the high-temperat
superconductors to see whether they can be better
derstood in terms of the properties of extended dom
with short-ranged stripe order. For instance, since str
break the fourfold rotational symmetry of the cryst
dramatic consequences can be expected for anylocal
experiment which is designed to determine the symm
of the order parameter of the superconducting state.

Since the stripes are charged, they are easily pin
by disorder. Thus, if the temperature is not too hig
we can think of the system as a quenched disordered
ray of stripes, which divides the Cu-O plane into lo
thin regions, with weak antiphase coupling between
intervening hole-deficient regions. Since the antiph
coupling between regions is potentially frustrating, t
picture gives a microscopic justification for the obs
vation of a “cluster-spin-glass” phase in samples w
x , 15% [20]. There is, moreover, evidence that t
creation of dilute metallic stripes can account for the ra
suppression of the Néel temperature forx , 2% [21].
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